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😳Weirdness😳 
 
Covert RU nuke sub blows up, 12 RU captains on board,
rumors of radiation leaks. 
 
Putin cancels mtgs as does Pence. 
 
EU calls out Iran, Israel preps for conflict re Iran. 
 
Cable new airs emotional provocations & bashes Biden
non stop & ignores elephant in the room.

😳Weirdness😳 

 

A RUSSIAN spy ship has been keeping a close watch on the British-led military drills

in the Baltic Sea. 

 

The new GOP attacks on Mueller will backfire on Trump — bigly 

 

Gov’t will print the the census questionnaire WITHOUT the citizenship question
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😳Weirdness3😳 

 

House Files Lawsuit re Disclosure of Trump Tax Returns 

 

Javanka attended a closed-door meeting between Trump & KJU re North Korea’s

nuclear-weapons —one of the most sensitive topics on the plane 

 

Several suspected US spies 'due to be' sentenced to death, Iran says

😳Weirdness4😳 

 

Fire on Russian navy submarine kills 14 

 

The defense ministry said that the blaze broke while the vessel was performing tests

in Russia's territorial waters 

 

Pence was called back to the WH for an emergency. Air Force 2 was diverted. His

scheduled event canceled.
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😳Weirdness5😳 

 

Rumor has it Putin cancelled his meetings—poss. radiation leak from the sub that

suffered an explosion—12 captains dead.  

 

“The Main Directorate of Deep-Sea Research, also known as GUGI, reports directly to

RU military intel—the GRU—rather than the Russian Navy.”
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😳Weirdness6😳 

 

Israel is bracing militarily for possible US/Iran escalation 

SecCab in #Israel meeting set to discuss the #Iran threat 

 

UAE Moves to Extricate Itself From Saudi-Led War in Yemen 

 

The U.N. Envoy for Myanmar Will 'Ring the Alarm Bell' If No Action re Rohingya

Crisis
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😳Weirdness7😳 

 

Trump Administration Sends Notices Of $500k Fines For Immigrants, for failing to

take steps to leave after being ordered to do so. 

 

‘The enigma of the entire Mueller probe’: Focus on origins of RU inv’n puts spotlight

on Maltese professor Mifsud🔑 (PapaD/Johnson)
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